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Integrating and Aligning Multiple Process Methodologies
  A business process methodology is a systematic approach to analyzing, documenting, redesigning, or 

improving processes. Depending on the scope of the methodology, it might include activities focused on 
developing a comprehensive business process architecture or it might focus on activities involved in the 
redesign of an existing process or on creating software requirements for software development. Some 
process methodologies are narrowly focused on a few process tasks while others aim to be comprehensive 
and cover a wide variety of different process tasks. 

Business process work is too complex and diverse to be precisely specified. One can not create a process 
methodology so precise that the user can simply follow an algorithm. If we could, we would automate 
process analysis and redesign, but we can’t. So, instead of an algorithm, a process methodology is usually 
a description of a set of phases and major tasks, including a lot of diagramming tools, checklists and other 
heuristics provided to guide those who are doing the work. And, obviously, the more comprehensive the 
methodology, the more tools and heuristics the methodology needs to include. 

Three Qualifications 

There are three major qualifications that anyone who thinks about business process methodologies should 
keep in mind. 

The first qualification relates to the process maturity of the organization. There are different ways to 
represent this, but we typically use the CMM stair step model proposed by Carnegie Mellon University, 
which is pictured in Figure 1. 

An organization at Level 2, which is normally focused on departmental processes and major redesigns, is 
not usually concerned with setting up a process management system. Its focus is usually on getting 
executive sponsors for redesign projects and using internal or external consultants to manage project 
redesign efforts. As organizations reach Level 4 maturity, they are much more likely to be concerned with 
having a manager for their BPM group, with having value chain managers, and with a whole range of 
process governance issues. Without going into any more detail, suffice to say that the interests of an 
organization change over time. A process methodology can focus on the redesign of specific or mid-sized 
processes, or it can provide guidance throughout the whole organizational process lifecycle. If it does the 
latter, it needs to support the evolving range of process modeling, measurement and management 
concerns that organizations encounter as they mature. 
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Figure 1. Organizations have changing needs for process methodologies as they mature. 

The second qualification, closely related to the origins of any specific methodology, is what approach the 
methodology takes – from what tradition is it derived. 

The first tradition comes from management theorists, including Porter, Kaplan and Norton, Rummler, and 
Hammer. This is a top-down approach that begins by looking at an organization’s strategy, goals and 
stakeholders, and proceeds to design or evaluate large scale processes (value chains) to meet those goals 
and needs. 

The second tradition comes from industrial engineering and quality control, that takes a bottom-up or 
incremental approach. The emphasis is on determining exactly what an individual worker should do, or 
exactly how specific outputs will be evaluated, and then backing up to design a process to meet those 
objectives. Thought leaders in this tradition include Taylor, Deming, Juran, Ohno, and Shingo. 

The third tradition comes from information technology and emphasizes the use of computers and software 
to automate activities. This approach can be either top down or bottom up and often lies mid-way 
between. This tradition includes many thought leaders, from Martin and Yourdon to Rumbaugh, Jacobson 
and Booch. The essence of this approach is the identification of tasks that can be so precisely specified 
that they can be done, or at least partially done, by a software application. I have provided a brief 
overview of the three approaches in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Three approaches to business process redesign or improvement. 

The picture presented in Figure 2 should be qualified because the best practitioners in each of the three 
traditions have incorporated ideas and techniques from the other approaches. Thus, for example, Lean, 
which is usually thought of as a bottom-up, incremental approach, also supports value stream modeling, 
which is a top-down approach. Similarly, Hammer always included quite a bit on the development of 
software requirements, and the BPTrends Associates methodology, which aims to be comprehensive, 
incorporates elements from Lean and Six Sigma, as well as from IDEF, ERP, BPMS, and other software 
approaches. 

The third qualification involves defining the basic nature of the process. Very broadly, some processes are 
manufacturing processes. The essence of such a process is that it generates a product that is delivered to 
a customer, who is either satisfied, or isn’t. Alternatively, there are service processes. The essence of a 
service process is that the customer interacts frequently with the process and the sum total of all these 
interactions either produces customer satisfaction or it doesn’t. A process that produces cereal and ships it 
to grocery stores is a good example of a manufacturing process. A hotel that offers lodging and meals, or a 
financial institution that offers banking services, are both examples of service processes. 

Most process methodologies were developed when manufacturing was the dominant concern. The Toyota 
Production System (TPS) was created to manage the production of Toyota automobiles. In recent years, 
the emphasis has shifted to improving service processes, and most process methodologies have made an 
effort to reflect this shift. Service process analysis requires tools and techniques that are different from 
product process analysis. A swimlane diagram with the customer’s activities shown in the top swimlane is a 
good example of a modeling technique designed to capture the frequency and complexity of the 
interactions between the service process and the customer. In a similar way, Womack and Jones, in Lean 
Solutions, Free Press, 2005, have proposed a Lean diagram to help model service processes. 

So, three questions to ask: (1) What phase of the organization’s process maturity lifecycle does the 
methodology focus on? (2) What tradition does the methodology come from? And, (3) Is the methodology 



tuned for service processes or for manufacturing processes? 

The Problems You Are Trying to Address 

It’s also very important to consider the kinds of problems that the methodology seeks to address. We 
illustrate this with the “business model” we picture in Figure 3. The place to initially focus, when you look 
at Figure 3, is on the yellow arrow labeled “Process.” Some methodologists would say that a business 
process methodology should focus on what goes on inside the process box. If you name a process, like 
Manufacture Widgets, then you begin with the yellow arrow that designates the process – and proceed to 
look at the activities that make up Manufacture Widgets. 

Others, however, would say that you start by ignoring, for the moment, what goes on within the yellow 
Process arrow, and ask why the process exists in the first place. They would ask about organizational 
goals, and if the Manufacture Widgets process was effectively supporting those goals. They would look at 
the inputs and outputs in the Manufacture Widgets process to see if the process was getting what it 
needed and was producing outputs that satisfied customers and other stakeholders. They might also look 
at policies and business rules that define or constrain the process and define decision making, and they 
would look at the available resources that enable the process, including the people and the machinery or 
software resources. They would also look at how the managers of the process plan and control the 
process. If a change can be made in one of these “external” variables, it is much more likely to make a 
major improvement in the process than anything within the process. In other words they would define the 
purpose of the overall process, and its metrics, constraints and resources, before they would drill into the 
process itself. 



Figure 3. A comprehensive business model 

This is not to say, of course, that, at an appropriate time, one would not drill into the process itself, 
determine how the activities that make up the process are structured and how resources and information 
flow from one activity to the next. Indeed, the analyst would probably work hard to streamline the flows, 
eliminate waste, and assure that metrics were in place to control the quality and consistency of the output 
of each activity. By the same token, one would examine the business rules used to make decisions within 
each activity to assure that decisions were consistently correct and efficient. One could also examine the 
incentives each employee has for performing within the context of each activity to assure that each 
employee is motivated to perform as efficiently as possible. 

As we said earlier, any given process methodology might focus narrowly on one or a few of these 
problems. One methodology might focus on analytics, decision making and business rules, while another 
might focus on innovation, or change management, or eliminating waste or improving the consistency of 
the outputs of a given activity. Any or all of these might be appropriate, depending on the given situation. 

A BPM Methodology 

Ultimately, you should step back and ask how you can decide what approach is best, based on where your 
organization is in its maturity lifecycle. Increasingly, the answer to this question in more mature 
organizations involves embracing some kind of Business Process Management (BPM) approach. At a 
minimum, BPM seeks to develop a comprehensive overview of your organization. It asks what goals are 



most important to your organization and what level of maturity your organization has reached, and it 
surveys the processes you have and assesses how effective and efficient they are. Using a variety of tools, 
BPM practitioners seek to prioritize and coordinate future process work to assure that the projects 
undertaken will deliver the highest value to the organization and that the most appropriate tools and 
techniques are applied to the problems that are limiting the performance of each specific process. 

A BPM methodology is, necessarily, a top-down methodology. It needs to develop an overview in order to 
help the organization define priorities and allocate resources efficiently. At the same time, a BPM 
methodology must embrace all of the various process change approaches so it can select specific solutions 
appropriate to particular problems. There is no sense in which a BPM methodology, if it is properly 
understood, competes with Six Sigma or with Lean or with Business Rules, Process Mining, or with 
Balanced Scorecard or with the development of software requirements or the use of ERP or BPMS software 
applications. Instead, it includes all of these approaches and applies them when and where they are most 
appropriate. 

In addition, BPM should be a methodology that supports an organization’s ongoing process work. Some 
process methodologies support short process redesign efforts, or the development of specific applications 
to automate a specific activity. Others support ongoing processes. The new BPMS methodologies are a 
good example of methodologies that rely on software tools that can monitor processes and support quick 
changes to adapt processes for changes in the environment. Other methodologies support organizations as 
they mature and shift from process redesign to process architecture and then to continuous improvement. 
Still others support the development and use of BPM groups to prioritize and structure an organization’s 
ongoing process effort, or to help business analysts monitor and work with process managers over months 
and years. 

None of this suggests there is an easy way to choose a business process methodology. Organizational 
change is complex and the choice of a business process methodology is a complex decision. If your 
organization is a CMM Level 2 organization and you are working on process documentation, improvement 
or redesign, then any of the popular methodologies will help you with at least some of the problems you 
face. As you become more mature, however, you will need to decide if you are going to continue to define 
and change processes within the constraints of a narrowly focused methodology, or if you are going to 
shift to a more comprehensive methodology that your organization can use as you become more mature 
and begin addressing broader issues, like process management and process coordination throughout the 
organization. A comprehensive BPM methodology should support your organization throughout its entire 
process journey, suggesting new activities as new levels of maturity are achieved. 

We do not suggest that a perfect BPM methodology exists today. A comprehensive BPM methodology is a 
moving target and each of today’s process methodologies includes elements that can contribute to such an 
ideal methodology. A good BPM methodology will necessarily be complex and require organizations and 
process practitioners to have some level of maturity in order to use it effectively. It is, however, one of the 
goals that sophisticated organizations are working toward as they seek to embed a process focus into the 
DNA of their organizations. 

Till next time, 

Paul Harmon 

BPTrends Linkedin Discussion Group
We created a BPTrends Discussion Group on Linkedin to allow our members, readers and friends to freely 
exchange ideas on a wide variety of BPM related topics. We encourage you to initiate a new discussion on 
this publication, or on other BPM related topics of interest to you, or to contribute to existing discussions. 
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